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About This Content

KUNOS Simulazioni and 505 Games are proud to present the "TRIPL3 PACK", the DLC package for ASSETTO CORSA that
celebrates the launch of Assetto Corsa on console! The “TRIPL3 PACK” includes the iconic FERRARI FXX K, FERRARI 488

GTB and PRAGA R1!

The CARS:

Ferrari FXX K
Ferrari 488 GTB

Praga R1

Ferrari FXX K
The FXX K is the R&D program of Ferrari starring the first hybrid prototype of Maranello.

In the name, the initials K recalls the \"Kers\" technology (kinetic energy recovery) for maximizing performance on the track.
Free from homologations and regulations, the FXX K has been developed with no compromise and is equipped with

technological innovations that guarantee an unbelievable driving experience.
The FXX K features 1050hp (860hp by V12 thermic engine, 190hp by elettric engine) and a torque above 900Nm. Its 6262cc

V12 engine has been optimized for performance and is managable through a 4 positions \"manettino\": Qualify, Long Run,
Manual Boost, Fast Charge.
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Ferrari 488 GTB
This GT car provides track-level performance that can be enjoyed to the maximum even by non-professional drivers in

everyday use. Its response times, nimbleness and on-the-limit driving guarantee a unique sense of exhilaration and unparalleled
driving pleasure.

This car's new 3902 cc V8 turbo is at the top of its class for power output, torque and response times, making it the new
benchmark for this kind of architecture.

The Ferrari 488 GTB's subsystems and electronic controls make its power and performance instantly available and controllable.
It is, in fact, the most responsive production model there is, with razor-sharp response times comparable to those of a track car.

Praga R1
This model is a full-carbon track car designed around a composite monocoque, inspired by endurance prototypes.

Teardrop-shaped R1 can generate downforce of up to 1,5x times its weight through its sophisticated aerodynamics. Enhanced
traction and the overall capability of the car to go fast around the corners is what differentiate R1 from its competitors. The car

can generate up to 3G of lateral force in corners.
Lightweight construction and suspension setup is optimised to enhance traction while minimising tyre and brake wear.

Engine rebuild time of Praga R1 is 50 racing hours.
The use of high quality parts from proven suppliers helps to reduce service costs.
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Title: Assetto Corsa -Tripl3 Pack
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Kunos Simulazioni
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Sp2 - 7 Sp1 - 8 - 8.1 - 10

Processor: AMD Athlon X2 2.8 GHZ, Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.1 (e.g. AMD Radeon HD 6450, Nvidia GeForce GT 460)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Italian
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Look at it this way.

A Ferrari FXX K would cost you 3 million.

This DLC with Ferrari FXX K would only cost you 3 dollars.

It's a matter of simple logic to choose one over the other...

...

Of course buy the real 3 million Ferrari FXX K...

or save up and play this meanwhile.. It\u00b4s 3 euros and you got 3 cars.
That said, just buy it because of the FERRARI FXX K.
That car does not make any sense, but it\u00b4s so MUCH FUN to drive and that sound... must have.

If you like the cars in pack, buy it.
If you like Assetto Corsa, buy it.
If you like Kunos, buy it.

These guys deserve all the support we can give them.
. Cheapest Ferrari's ever. Another great set of cars. All are good.. Really good DLC, I had 3 euro's on my Steam and wasn't quite
sure what do do with them. I soon remembered there was this pack and went and bought it.
It's just really good, the 488 GTB is really fun to drive, the FXX K is just incredibly fast, and the PRAGA just sounds
absolutely amazing (also has unbelievably good grip.

~ Petrolhead xD. It's 3 bucks!. I have important College stuff to do

but that 488 is calling me

Can't wait for a sound mod for the cars, they handle pretty well but kunos always suck to get the sounds right.. Can't go wrong at
this price. Instabuy.. Ferrari would charge this shi.t for $1,200,000.

IRacing would charge this shi.t for $45.

Kunos charged this shi.t for $3.
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3 bucks for 3 cars!. its like a 3sum but way better because its not women, its cars. Praga R1 is really fun to drive. You can really
feel the light weight of the car. I didn\u00b4t expect it would be so much fun because of the low bhp but its nearly as fast as a
GT3 car. As Always top quality from kunos!. Think this should have been free with the update. But at least you don't have to
break the bank as its nice and cheap and any other simulation company would've cost around \u00a315 for it.. This falls in the
"im not sure" catagory, the quality is there in every part you look and my lack of recommendation is solely that I dont like the
cars themselves which isnt a fault of Kunos.

So this comes with three cars, the Ferrari FXX K, Ferrari 488 GTB and the Praga R1.

Ferrari FXX K: This is utterly insane and its name is well earned. There isnt much that can blast out of the corners as fast as this
can, the tyres seem to grip forever and then you check the laptimes and wonder how on earth that is possible. It helps that the
V12 is screaming at you as this is occuring, the exterior sounds are so nice that you might even prefer to race in chase cam
instead of inside the cockpit. Its a bit of a struggle to find a rivalf or this however, the P1 GTR may come in the future but at the
moment this is a time attack machine.

Ferrari 488: This car is great, the handling is pretty nice, it will understeer a bit but within a few laps of any course you will hone
your ability to counter that, the acceleration is crazy and sometimes makes you think you are in a rear engined car with the
amount of traction you can get. Sadly at some point you will compare this to the 458 and realise that the 458 feels better in well
everyway, it feels more alive, if you take one lap around a track and you feel at home right away, its slower but you have a smile
on your face not to mention the 458 sounds better and has more rivals to race againest. The 488 leaves the sweet spot and thats a
shame, I have no doubt others will enjoy it but cant say the same for myself.

Praga R1: This car is a dark horse, one day you will love it, the next day its horrible, its fun on some tracks but on others its so
underwhelming. Theres the normal benefits of a ridicoulously light car(seriously, this puts Lotus to shame). Your first
impressions will be that this is massively planted but you will notice the instability as you increase your pace and hone your
lines, you can have fantastic races with the 911 cup and lotus evora gtc\/gx experiencing the weight vs speed races of older
times. However for everything I like there is something I dont like, the little Renaultsport engine yanked out of a Megane sounds
underwhelming so sound cues can be a bit hard to follow at times. Still undecided as to how much I like\/dislike this car.

Overall the quality is there, the sounds are quite good in terms of realism, the 488 sounds horrible but it does in real life as well
however I dont particularly like any of the cars in this pack and feel like if they werent in the game I wouldnt lose much. This is
the first pack ive disliked or a better term is underwhelmed because its just a bit forgettable after a week as they cant be raced
againest much.
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